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Abstract. This paper discusses methods enhancing the selection of a
“best” parsing tree from the output of natural language syntactic anal-
ysis. It presents a method for cutting away redundant parse trees based
on the information obtained from a dependency tree-bank corpus.

The effectivity of the enhanced parser is demonstrated by results of inter-
system parser comparison. The test were run on the standard evaluation
grammars (ATIS, CT and PT), our system outperforms the referential
implementations.

1 Introduction

The total number of atoms in the Universe is estimated to be 1090. The average
number of parsing trees per input sentence strongly depends on the background
grammar and thence on the language. There are natural language grammars pro-
ducing at most hundreds or thousands of parsing trees but also highly ambiguous
grammar systems producing enormous number of results.

Ambiguity on all levels of representation is an inherent property of natu-
ral languages and it also forms a central problem of natural language parsing.
A consequence of the natural language ambiguity is a high number of possible
outputs of a parser that are represented by labeled trees.

For example, a grammar extracted from the Penn Treebank and tested on
a set of sentences randomly generated from a probabilistic version of the gram-
mar has on average 7.2×1027 parses per sentence according to Moore’s work [1].
Such a mammoth extent of result is also no exception in parsing of Czech [2]
due to free word order and rich morphology of word forms whose grammatical
case cannot often be unambiguously determined.

A traditional solution for these problems is presented by probabilistic pars-
ing techniques [3] aiming at finding the most probable parse of a given input
sentence. This methodology is usually based on the relative frequencies of oc-
currences of the possible relations in a representative corpus.

In the following text, we present an acquisition of training data for the best
analysis selection. The underlying mechanism is based on the pruning constraints
that automate the process of transformation of a dependency tree-bank corpus.



The results are then compared to running times of a referential parsing sys-
tem. The comparison indicates that our system is fully able to compete with the
best current parsers.

2 Best Analysis Selection

First, in order to be able to exploit the data from PDTB, we have supplemented
our grammar with the dependency specification for constituents. Thus the out-
put of the analysis can be presented in the form of pure dependency tree. In
the same time we unify classes of derivation trees that correspond to one depen-
dency structure. We then define a canonical form of the derivation to select one
representative of the class that is used for assigning the edge probabilities.

This technique enables us to relate the output of our parser to the PDTB
data. However, the profit of exploitation of the information from the dependency
structures can be higher than that and can run in an automatically controlled
environment. For this purpose, we use the mechanism of pruning constraints.
A set of strict limitations is given to the syntactic analyser, which passes on
just the compliant parses. The constraints can be either supplied manually for
particular sentence by linguists, or obtained from the transformed dependency
tree in PDTB.

The transformation is driven by guidelines specified by linguists. These guide-
lines relate the following information:

– afun — analytical function attribute from PDTB 1.0
– term — corresponding nonterminal or preterminal from the metagrammar
– mtag — morphological tag constraint
– lexit — lexical item constraint

The automatic procedure for generating the pruning constraints then succes-
sively tries to match the analytical function attribute in the input sentence with
the records in the transformation guidelines. Each match found is then checked
for agreement in the particular morphological tag and lexical item according
to the given criteria (currently a pattern matching based on text regular ex-
pressions). If all required fields comport with the guidelines, the corresponding
subtree is chosen as the specified nonterminal or preterminal from the metagram-
mar. The syntactic analysis with the pruning constraints applied then prunes
those parsing trees from the resulting chart that do not contain the requested
nonterminal or preterminal in that position.

If more than one records in the guidelines match, the first match is applied.
This mechanism allows to prefer the most specific records to the general ones,
which differ in the lexical item constraint or the morphological tag constraint
only, used e.g. in the differentiation of various adverbial types:

# afun term mtag lexit
Adv np k1
Adv adv



# afun term mtag lexit
Sb np k1

Sb Ap np

Obj np

Atr modif k2

AuxP pn

Table 1. Simplified example of transformation guidelines.

The process of transformation guidelines preparation is divided into sev-
eral steps to assure the consistency of acquired pruning constraints. After every
change, the results are checked against a testing set of input sentences and the
differences are reported to the user for arbitration.

The integration of the pruning constraints obtained automatically through
the mechanism of transformation guidelines has shown to be very efficient. The
tedious work of the training data acquisition for the best analysis selection algo-
rithm has been substantially facilitated. Examples of the reduction are displayed
in the following table:

sentence # # words # analyses # pruned reduced
analyses to (%)

00214 30 3112504044 2146560 0.07
00217 3 2 2 100
00287 12 56 4 7
00308 7 10 6 60
00486 6 1 1 100
00599 35 44660 4872 11
00612 25 2369063760 1048896 0.04
00842 17 409920 6336 1.5

The table presents examples of sentences which were randomly chosen from
the set of 1000 sentences analysed first without pruning constraints and then
with automatically generated pruning constraints.

The average percentage of reduction on all the tested sentences has achieved
30 % (see Figure 1). The future work on the refinement of transformation guide-
lines will be concentrated on further reduction of the number of automatically
pruned analysis trees.

3 Parser Comparison

The effectivity comparison of different parsers and parsing techniques brings
a strong impulse to improving the actual implementations. Since there is no
other generally applicable and available NL parser for Czech, we have com-
pared the running times of our syntactic analyser on the data provided at



Fig. 1. The dependency of the reduction (%) of the number of resulting analyses on
the number of words in the input sentence

http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/lab/nlp/carroll/cfg-resources/. These web
pages resulted from discussions at the Efficiency in Large Scale Parsing Systems
Workshop at COLING’2000, where one of the main conclusions was the need for
a bank of data for standardization of parser benchmarking.

3.1 HDddm Parsing Technique

The parsing technique of our system is based on the head driven approach with
improvements regarding the process of confirmation of viable hypotheses. The
HDddm (head driven with dependent dot move) parsing technique refers to the
fact that the move of one “dot” in the head driven parsing step is dependent on
the opposite move of the other one.

The head of a grammar rule is a symbol from the right hand side. For exam-
ple, the second nonterminal (np) is denoted as the head symbol in the following
grammar rule

np -> left_modif np
head($2)

The epsilon rule has a special head symbol ε. The edge in the head driven parser
is a triplet [A→ α•β•γ, i, j], where i, j are integers, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n for n words in
the input sentence and A→ αβγ is a rule in the input grammar. The direction
of the parsing process does not move unidirectionally from left to right, but it
starts at the head of the grammar rule.

The parsing algorithm can be summarized by the following schema, where
the symbol G stands for the input grammar with a set of rules P and the root
symbol S, a1, ..., an are input words (preterminals):



Initialisation phase

1. for each p ∈ P | p = A→ ε add edges [A→ ••, 0, 0], [A→ ••, 1, 1], ...,
[A→ ••, n, n] to the chart.

2. for each p ∈ P | p = A→ αaiβ (ai is the head of the rule) add edge [A→
α•ai•β, i-1, i] to the chart.

Iteration phase

1. if edge E in the chart is in the form [A→ •α•, j, k], then for each edge:
[B→ β•γ•Aδ, i, j] in the chart, create edge [B→ β•γA•δ, i, k].
[B→ βA•γ•, k, l] in the chart, create edge [B→ β•Aγ•, j, l].

2. if E is in the form [B→ β•γ•Aδ, i, j], then for each edge [A→ •α•, j, k] in
the chart, create edge [B→ β•γA•δ, i, k].

3. if E is in the form [B→ βA•γ•, k, l], then for each edge [A→ •α•, j, k] in the
chart, create edge [B→ β•Aγ•, j, l].

4. if E is in the form [A→ β•γ•aj+1δ, i, j], then create edge [A→ β•γaj+1•δ,
i, j+1].

5. if E is in the form [A→ βai•γ•, i, j], then create edge [A→ β•aiγ•, i-1, j].
6. if E is in the form [A→ •α•, i, j], then for each rule B→ β A γ in the input

grammar, create edge [B→ β•A•γ, i, j] (symbol A is the head of the rule).

N.B., that the left dot in the edge cannot move leftwards until the right dot
moves to the right. The parser never creates edges like [A→ α•βAγ•δ, i, j] for
non empty β. This approach avoids the redundant analysis of such edges. On
the other hand, the parser does not use any top-down filtering or “follow check”
technique.

The efficiency of the parser depends to a considerable extent on the choice
of grammar rule heads. The current positions of heads in our grammar have
been chosen experimentally and they accords with the conception of the leading
constituent in the traditional Czech grammars.

3.2 Running Time Comparison

The best results reported on standard data sets (ATIS, CT and PT grammars)
until today are the comparison data by Robert C. Moore [1]. In the package,
only the testing grammars with input sentences are at the disposal, the release
of referential implementation of the parser is currently being prepared (Moore,
personal communication).

The basic characteristics of the testing grammars are presented in Table 2.
A detailed description of these grammars is given in the [4].

The results of the parser comparison appear in Table 3. The values in the
table give the total CPU times in seconds required by the parser to completely
process the test set associated with the grammar.

Since we could not run the referential implementation of Moore’s parser on
the same machine, the above mentioned times are not fully comparable (we
assume that our tests were run on a slightly faster machine than that of Moore’s



Grammar CT Atis PT
Rules 24,456 4,592 15,039
Nonterminals 3,946 192 38
Terminals 1,032 357 47
Test sentences 162 98 30
Average Parses 5.4 940 more than 264

Grammar CT Atis PT

Table 2. Test grammars and test sentences.

ATIS grammar, Moore’s LC3 + UTF 11.6
ATIS grammar, our system 4.19
CT grammar, Moore’s LC3 + UTF 3.1
CT grammar, our system 4.19
PT grammar, Moore’s LC3 + UTF 41.8
PT grammar, our system 17.75

Table 3. Running times comparison (in seconds)

tests). We prepare a detailed comparison, which will try to explain the differences
of results when parsing with grammars of varying ambiguity level.

The longer running times on the data of the CT grammar are caused by little
ambiguity of the grammar, so that our parsing technique optimized for highly
ambiguous grammars cannot display its strong suits.

4 Conclusions

The methods of the best analysis selection algorithm show that the parsing of
inflectional languages calls for sensitive approaches to the evaluation of the ap-
propriate figures of merit. The acquisition of these output arranging quantities is
based on a representative training data set. The method of pruning constraints
described in this paper enables to automate the process of treebank corpus trans-
formation.

The integration of the presented methods to the parsing system has no de-
structive impact on the efficiency of the parser. This is documented by the com-
parison of the running times. Our system outperforms the results of the best
referential parsing system on highly ambiguous grammars, for which it is opti-
mized.

Future directions of our research lead to improvements of the quality of train-
ing data set so that it would cover all the most frequent language phenomena.
The overall efficiency of the parser will be guaranteed by supplementary filtering
techniques, which are going to be implemented.
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